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Magenta Pixie is a channel for the
White Winged Collective
Consciousness of Nine, and this latest
transmission, recorded on May 20,
2020, is very exciting for those of us
who have known about NESARA and
GESARA for many years.
Magenta has been receiving
information since 1993, but was only
instructed by the White Winged
Collective to release this information in
the last fifteen years. To that end, Pixie
Goddess Lakshmi, Hindu Goddess of Wealth and
has written books and released videos
Beauty
of her transmissions, as well as lately,
her Divine Feminine Roundtable
videos, recorded with five other powerful Lightworkers and Healers. (1.)
I first heard about NESARA from Sheldan Nidle fifteen years ago. It was also from Mr.
Nidle that I learned about the Revaluation of Currencies and the Global Currency Reset.
For those unfamiliar with the NESARA law, you can do no better than read Steve’s
excellent article, published on April 15, 2010. Here’s the link:
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2020/04/15/what-is-nesara-3/
For those who just want the cliff notes, then in brief, NESARA, the National Economic
Security and Reformation Act, was passed by the American Congress in the year 2000,
and signed into law by President Bill Clinton. It was never implemented.
NESARA was supposed to be implemented on September 11, 2001, but instead of
NESARA, we got the tragic cabal-organized attack of 9-11. (2.)
Here are some of the essential points of the NESARA law:
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-Zeroes out all credit card, mortgage, and other bank debt due to illegal banking
and government activities. This is the Federal Reserve’s worst nightmare, a
“jubilee” or a forgiveness of debt.
-Abolishes the income tax.
-Abolishes the IRS. Employees of the IRS will be transferred into the US Treasury
national sales tax area.
-Creates a 14% flat rate non-essential new items only sales tax revenue for the
government. In other words, food and medicine will not be taxed; nor will used
items such as old homes.
-Increases benefits to senior citizens.
-Returns Constitutional Law to all courts and legal matters.
-Reinstates the original Title of Nobility amendment.
-Establishes new Presidential and Congressional elections within 120 days after
NESARA’s announcement. The interim government will cancel all National
Emergencies and return us back to constitutional law.
-Monitors elections and prevents illegal election activities of special interest groups.
-Creates a new U.S. Treasury rainbow currency backed by gold, silver, and
platinum precious metals, ending the bankruptcy of the United States initiated by
Franklin Roosevelt in 1933.
-Eliminates the Federal Reserve System. During the transition period the Federal
Reserve will be allowed to operate side by side of the U.S. treasury for one year in
order to remove all Federal Reserve notes from the money supply.
-Restores financial privacy.
-Retrains all judges and attorneys in Constitutional Law.
-Ceases all aggressive, U.S. government military actions worldwide.
-Establishes peace throughout the world.
-Releases enormous sums of money for humanitarian purposes.
-Enables the release of over 6,000 patents of suppressed technologies that are
being withheld from the public under the guise of national security, including free
energy devices, antigravity, and sonic healing machines. (3.)
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Most people I know have known about NESARA and GESARA (Global Economic
Security and Reformation Act) for years. It is what we have been praying for, visualizing
and affirming daily, sometimes hourly, because it is part of Nova Gaia, a world that works
for everyone. And the first thing we need, desperately, is financial abundance for all.
But GESARA is far more than just financial restructuring—it lays the foundation for
Freedom. For a pristine, immaculately restored Gaia, Kingdoms and Humanity to our
perfect original Divine blueprint bodies:
No more ‘yugas’ or ‘ages’ for Gaia every 26,000 years, of Light-Darkness, LightDarkness, and no more poisons, radiation, war or destruction of her planetary body and
Kingdoms; and for Humans, no more disease, old age, death-rebirth, no more powerover-others, despotic governments, endless laws, deception, etc.
Magenta Pixie’s transmission from the White Winged Collective Consciousness of Nine,
is the latest in a list of many who have been predicting that one of the first changes to
greet us at the end of the covid-19 lockdown, will be a Global financial and economic
restructuring.
“The great shift has begun: First, there is an entire reset of all systems on planet
Earth. This is happening now.” ~ Adama of Telos (4.)
“The Pandemic will be over soon and GESARA will be released for all beings and
this will Herald the beginning of a new world FOR ALL…. HEALTH, WEALTH,
HAPPINESS, FREEDOM and SAFETY for all Children [& Animals]… It is absolutely
imperative that Star beings stay calm whilst keeping our awareness on the bigger
picture at play knowing that this changing of the guard is absolutely necessary and
is everything that we the awakened ones, have been praying for” ~ Jenji (5.)
“This is not the end of the world at all. It’s the great awakening… and when we get
out of this we’re going to have a Global Financial Reset, which will have much
greater prosperity… there’s literally trillions of dollars that the cabal stole that the
Alliance has frozen… and that money will be released…” ~ David Wilcock (6.)
“The invisible Enemy will soon be in full retreat!” ~ President Donald J. Trump tweet,
4-20
We are living in thrilling times. I know in my heart of hearts, that when a Global debt
jubilee is announced, when mortgages, student loans, credit cards, medical loans,
country-to-country loans, etc., are forgiven, the happiness factor on Gaia will skyrocket.
We won’t need articles asking us to keep our vibrations high, we will be orbiting Saturn
without a space ship, on sheer joy alone.
Can’t you just feel the relief, celebration, laughter and wonder all over the globe from just
that one shift?
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Then know, without doubt, that countless miracles have been forming for decades in the
ethers, and will be manifesting soon for Gaia, her Kingdoms and Humanity. Lord knows,
we deserve it.
Enjoy Ms. Pixie.
Peace, Health and Abundance for all — We are Goddess, Sovereign, Free,
xo, Kat
____________________
Magenta Pixie and The Nine: The Great Financial and Economic Reset of 2020
(NESARA, GESARA)5-20-20
Transcribed by Kat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFMQEO-eq5o

Magenta Pixie: The energetics upon your planet at this time and in the time period you
call ‘years’ going forward. Due to polarity raise and dimensional shift that you know as
‘ascension,’ [the energetics] are conducive for many system changes.
One of these systems that will change is your financial and economic system.
For many years upon your planet, your financial system has been an inverted structure:
This is a structure that mines and drains energy from those who put in the greatest effort
—to be siphoned to those who put in the least.
0:55 This can be seen as a pyramidical structure with those at the base who put in the
most effort, reaping the least in reward, and those at the apex point, putting in the least
effort, for the greatest reward.
We are not saying here, that those individuals or companies upon your planet, that hold
high wealth and profit do not put in effort to gain such, we speak here of the mentality and
blueprint for the pyramidical structure as an inverted system.
1:35 Those at the apex point that we speak of would be those you know as illuminati –
cabal – or deep state. There has been much prophesied regarding this financial and
economic reset upon your planet, yet it remains to be seen, if you will, as to how the
energetic of this reset shall affect the physical 3rd and 4th Dimensional realities.
One can surmise how this may play out for you, from your vantage point, yet accuracy of
prediction in your current nexus point, holds a wide variable rather than a laser sharp
intentional set point. This is due to the fact that the Timelines are now as wave particle
merges in multiple quantum spiral formation, that we call convergence.
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2:39 From our vantage point, we see the convergence and the infinite and finite aspects
to it. Yet to present this to you in manifested form, would give you only a probability and
not an eventuality. Probabilities hold percentages regarding likelihood of manifestation,
yet these probabilities shift, as a moving ocean rather than a fixed graph, therefore they
are helpful as guidelines only. The only eventuality is the central core point of the
convergence structure, which is the singularity that is ascension or great awakening.
3:30 Each and every soul incarnated upon your planet Earth at this time, adds weight,
geometry and thought-field fabric to the probability-field that is your financial and
economic system. And for this reason, the generated field of such thought, action and
intentional focus, is vast, complex, and convoluted.
3:55 We therefore shall present to you the converged picture within its technicolor
rainbow wave form, as pure energetic, rather than manifested actuality. Here is the wave
form, pre-matter template as convergence that is creation seed-point for the great
financial and economic reset of 2020.
4:24 We utilize your current nexus point as the year of 2020, for this is the year that the
financial reset first becomes evident within the minds and hearts of the peoples of Earth
at high critical mass point.
In truth, this is a 2012 seed point energetic. The fluctuations of such have been seen for
many of your Earth years prior to that. And many systems, sub-systems and individual
Sovereign systems, within the overall system, will not show themselves until your year of
2024.
5:08 Nevertheless, this question and analysis of said convergence is high within the
inquiring minds of Humanity, and as such, we present the picture of the converged wave
spiral. What we show you here is the collapse, dissolution and disintegration of the
inverted pyramidical structure in relation to the financial and economic system.
5:45 This by many of you, is interpreted as crash, or deep recession, and whilst this
indeed matches the convergence energetics, it is not necessarily the most likely
probability. Partial crash, or recession in smaller areas and pockets, fits the energetic as a
higher probability.
6:07 Yet this is not a stand-alone event within the economic reset. There are multiple
systems occurring within the one system. And where one may experience crash, another
may experience release, flow and abundance. This stands in accordance with the sine
wave, multiple wave, rainbow spectrum spiral field, that is the convergence point.
The pyramid structure will reinvent itself, so present in opposing formation. Those putting
in greatest effort reap the greatest reward. And those putting in least effort receive the
least reward. However, the effort itself and the reward are subject to the frequency that is
polarity rays and dimensional shift. Therefore, if you will, are open to interpretation.
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7:15 What this may look like is one person carrying bricks on their back all day, and
another person sitting under a willow tree for the same amount of time. In one scenario it
is the carrier of the bricks that puts in the greatest effort. Yet in another scenario, it is the
one in meditation. For effort here is measured not by doing and action, but frequency of
the heart, which may indeed involve doing and action.
7:50 Stillness, so to, can be just as different in presentation. For one, laziness and sloth
may present, and for another, that same outer presentation in appearance, is in actuality
focused entry into Merkeba zero-point travel. So thus, it is more conducive to explain this
as effort interpreted as heart opened, giving and sharing of oneself, and who is working
for the Light, if you will.
8:30 No effort in this case, would equate to lack of sharing and thus greed. This energetic
no longer sustains within polarity rays and dimensional shift of ascension New Earth
energies. So it is not so much a collapse of a system or a crash, but a restructuring and
redistribution. This is of the most import.
9:02 It is a restructuring and redistribution.
This has been interpreted by many of you
as taking from the rich and giving to the
poor. A Robin-Hood style of redistribution.
As does so happen amongst financial
systems in fairly regular timed intervals
throughout the ages.
Yet this great financial and economic
reset is not so much a Robin-Hood
redistribution, but a magical or
synchronistic redistribution.
The Robin Hood character taking finances
and giving them elsewhere may indeed
manifest in pockets, yet the global and
planetary-wide financial and economic reset
is distributed through synchronicity.
10:00 We repeat: The global and planetary-wide financial and economic reset is
distributed through synchronicity. Events shall occur in direct correlation to one’s
own thought process, paradigm, aligned action, intentional focus, emotional
expectation, and karmic balance.
10:25 Whilst this law-of-magnetic-attraction style of living in abundance, has always been
available, and has occurred in pockets due to hijacked inverted systems in place, it has
never been global or planetary-wide.
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10:45 Your Humanitarian causes and efforts have been hijacked with those against
Humanity holding anti-life agenda, appearing to be representing Humanitarian systems.
These hijacked aspects shall all now show themselves as part of the apocalyptic great
reveal of 2020.
11:11 The great reveal, the great awakening, and the great unfolding shall, in and of
themselves, contain and trigger the great financial and economic reset in that same
nexus point as year 2020.
Greed, corrupt agenda, mining of other’s resources, falsehoods, tricks, machinations,
plots and plans—shall be exposed—and shall unravel back and forward in time, so a
complete exposé is presented to the peoples of Earth’s kingdoms.
11:58 The shock, regarding one’s beloved ancestors, going back so far in your known
histories, and the exploitations they lived entire lifetimes under, shall be extremely
challenging for many incarnated humans to work through and integrate.
12:15 The cellular memories triggered through ancestral and pre-incarnate lines, will
allow the resistance to financial lack, that so many of you have been existing under, to
surface. Along with the reasons why such resistance templates have been buried so
deeply within you. You are unraveling and setting free here years and years of your
Earth’s linear time operating under the inverted pyramidical structure as a financial and
economic system we speak of.
13:00 Those in resistance to lack of finances, have operated predominantly in a fearbased program, preventing free flow of true creativity to flourish, and preventing true
abundance. For let us say to you now, financial wealth and true abundance are not one
and the same.
We repeat: Financial wealth and true abundance, are not one and the same. Resistance
to lack of finances, can, in a light-centered being, create financial wealth through some
form of creativity, yet true abundance can never be found through such a path.
Those living without resistance to lack of wealth, who hold joy, gratitude and wonder and
the very barest and minimal material possession, may never acquire financial wealth, yet
true abundance is there in every area of their lives, even as they walk barefoot on stony
ground.
14:16 Abundance comes from the heart-centered trust and knowing, that the Universe
provides all that is needed to the wise, humble servants of God-centered paradigm. Yet,
as we have said, abundance can manifest as financial wealth.
Your saying, “It is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle, than it is for a
rich man to ender the kingdom of Heaven,” [Mark 10:25] speaks not of financial wealth
per se, but the attitude towards it. The resistance to lack of it. The greed for it. It refers to
energetic light-body, Merkeba formation, through release of material attachment and the
ability for Stargate ascension, unencumbered by 3rd dimensional trappings. Yet this has
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been interpreted as financial wealth as being an undesirable hindrance to Spirituality and
Enlightenment. This is correct only with its overall distribution when the system itself is
inverted.
15:35 So what you shall witness upon your planet is a distribution of financial asset
and liquidation, occurring through synchronicity, as if by magic.
Those who stand in humility, true surrender, and release from material gain, holding only
the service-to-others energetic of serving the whole as an organism of Self, as Self, and
with Self, shall reap the wonders of abundance, and indeed this shall involve and contain
financial abundance as the inverted, controlled financial and economic pyramidical
structure falls.
16:21 You need have no fear of this fall if you
stand in honesty, integrity, and service-to-others
paradigm, of thought and action. For the
Universal structure of the 5th dimensional heart,
shall provide, through an organic free energy
system, that you shall perceive as windfall,
bequest, gift, donation, circumstance,
synchronicity and magical act.
16:58 Yet, in truth, this is a Science, or more
accurately, a Physics equation at work. When the
inverted financial system is exposed, deconstructed
and dissolved, then the natural organic structure
that replaces it, is a fair and free-flowing energy
system. It will and shall take time, for those in the
old energy, to understand the new system and the
various different forms of currency that shall
manifest upon your planet, as energetic-matches to
the convergence, that is the great financial and
economic reset.
17:44 Yet the experts, adepts and masters in this field, shall step forward and as the
conductor conducts the orchestra, so shall they direct, teach, and assist the peoples into
the new financial and economic system.
18:00 Do your banks and building societies have to crash and fall in order for this to take
place? No, they do not, but they do have to, and will, change form. The deconstruction of
the financial pyramidical structure involves a purging. This purging will be of all structures
that do not align with this new free-flowing energy system. Some, will hold-on, will kick
and struggle, and rant and rave, yet naught they do shall ever bring back what is old and
gone and is no more.
18:48 So you are looking here at a magical unseen system that begins NOW in your
current time-space and has already begun.
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The system shall be in alignment with the effort of the heart, mind and body as one. Each
individual that holds this personal integrity shall always be provided for. Yet being
provided for will not be the predominant concern within these individuals; for they have
moved beyond the base chakra survival system and have integrated that system with the
heart.
19:31 Many think of their output in terms of financial reward or gain, and yet the new
systems that shall manifest on your planet are not systems of financial reward or gain, but
are systems of abundance. Energy shall match and equal energy, for this is the way of
the organic structures, free from inverted hijack and false presentation.
20:02 With each purchase or monetary exchange, comes gratitude and compassion,
instead of fear, greed or self-serving action. Service itself is the greatest form of currency,
and that which you call “money” does not have the value of the paper said money is
printed upon, if you will, to quote your Earthly saying amongst those who trade.
Barter shall find its place one again and you shall move back to the chicken for a boat
ride or mixed beans for your cow system of old. And yet so too shall you move forward
into digital binary code and cyber coin welfare, as system of new.
21:00 These new currency systems shall find placements alongside each other as your
free financial system becomes a tool and opportunity for creativity in and of itself.
When it comes to your food and nourishment, you can indeed eat your currency, if you
will, not as leverage for more control, but as accomplished and loving natural growth
given with compassion and the welfare of others, as your first and foremost agenda.
As we have said, the forms that shall manifest within physicality from the convergence
that is the great financial and economic reset, are plentiful, varied, and through creative
innovation, they are infinite.
New ways, new ideas, new blueprints, all shall flourish under the flag of the New World,
or, symbolic logo, of New Earth paradigm, and its people, children of Gaia, and her lands.
22:16 You have asked us if your NESARA (National Economic Security & Reformation
Act) or your GESARA (Global Economic Security & Reformation Act) will manifest within
your reality?
And what we can say is this: The principles of such reform plans fit the convergence point
energetic. Yet there is scope within for exploitation as the template stands in your current
NOW moment. Once inverted systems are reconfigured and reconstructed into libertarian
free systems, then aspects of that which you speak of as NESARA and GESARA will be
able to manifest in secure ways, yet may not be an actual mirror image to that which is
presented in your NOW time.
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23:15 The National version of this, NESARA, holds a higher probability of manifestation,
as the global financial and economic reset template will be so varied and hold multiple
systems.
Yet principalities of the Global version, GESARA, will be upheld, for this is about far and
equal distribution of wealth, yet not as controlled equal division towards each person, but
free equal division through Universal flow and synchronicity towards each energetic
structure, which may be a person, a group of persons, a company or other business
venture as a Sovereign structure.
24:08 So this is not necessarily equality, as in same amount divided amongst the peoples,
but equality of the heart. Karmic balance is still at play within New Earth, if you will, yet
the free-karma state is that which shall be achieved rapidly and freely in this new
energetic.
24:30 Therefore the energies of pure authentic economic reform, as presented within the
NESARA blueprint and proposal, indeed matches the new energetic templates and
systems we speak of. The adepts and masters within the financial, economic and legal
systems, will engineer shifts and tweaks where necessary, for the true financial and
economic reset is not one static fixed statement as to how it should be and how it should
stay, but is ever-evolving and reforming and updating to reflect the new businesses,
economies and structures within New Earth.
25:20 Therefore, one could say, a permanently updating or fluid NESARA is that which
shall settle into the manifested physical reality structure. This is in absolute alignment with
that convergence we speak of, that is, the financial and economic reset of 2020.
25:45 Each country or region within the New Earth, shall perhaps interpret and implement
this plan differently. Yet countries and regions themselves shall also shift and change, yet
that is a whole other transmission.
And thus, we, the White Winged Collective Consciousness of Nine, begin the New Earth
teachings that shall begin to be delivered across your globe, from those who are able to
connect with the higher dimensional consciousness structures of heart-centered serviceto-others intelligence.
26:26 You, existing within your future, the already created and thriving New Earth system,
that is as real and pulsating with life as any busy city, state, village or town. These
teachings come not just from us as one consciousness structure, but from many and
varied Cosmic energetic mind and heart structures of Galactic origin, operating within the
positive polarized fields, and indeed, to some degree, those within the neutral polarized
fields.
27:05 The New Earth teachings come online now, if you will, for they hold the energetic
encryptions and codices for the Sophia Aurora network, which shall be the very life’s
blood of New Earth society.
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Your financial and economic systems are at the very heart of the Sophia Aurora network,
and as such, these systems as one, are a unity system; an inclusive system in its
authentic pure sense of the word. You are therefore part of this system, for it involves
every living structure upon planet Earth. For together, you make up the Sophia Aurora
network.
27:55 So this that you call financial collapse, or crash of the economic system, whilst
indeed there shall be elements of such for many, it is indeed, in truth, a financial
restructuring, an economic reset, holding the forward moving creative agenda of
Freedom, Liberty and Opportunity for all who step into it.
28:25 This is that which we call the great financial and economic reset of 2020. And
herein this transmission do we provide the keys, codes and triggers for that energetic to
thus be held within and radiated from your consciousness into the creative field of reality
and manifestation.
For indeed, who are the creators of the new financial and economic systems within the
New Earth? Why indeed, these creators are, of course, YOU.
We are the White Winged Collective Consciousness of Nine.
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